Discovery Series Selectorized Line
Model

Product Descrip�on

UNIT LIST PRICE

DSL204
Bicep Curl

Ease-of-use and reliability are core a�ributes of the Discovery Line Bicep Curl. The ratche�ng gas-assisted seat
adjusts to ﬁt a wide range of users. Handle grips are angled for proper exercise mechanics.

$6 535

DSL404
Chest Press

A foot assist bar allows the user to begin exercise in an advantageous pre-stretch start posi�on. The movement
arm features forward-set low pivot for proper mo�on path. The ratche�ng gas-assisted seat adjusts easily and
ﬁts a wide range of users.

$7 600

DSL304
Lat Pulldown

The Discovery Line Lat Pulldown features wide handles to maximize lat muscle engagement and ensure sound
biomechanics. Ratche�ng gas-assisted seat adjusts to ﬁt a wide range of users.

$7 245

DSL504
Lateral Raise

A gas-assisted seat and inward-facing orienta�on help users easily align shoulder joint to pivot and deliver a
smooth, targeted movement. Padded arms and ﬁxed handles allow for easy user posi�oning and ensure
smooth interac�on between user and equipment.

$7 245

DSL505
Rear Delt/Pec Fly

The Rear Delt / Pec Fly features dual independent-movement arms with upper pivots to accommodate varying
arm lengths. Each can be set to 13 star�ng posi�ons over a 120-degree range. The weight is oﬀset to the right
for most convenient access.

$7 765

DSL215
Seated Dip

The unique linear mo�on path of the Discovery Line Seated Dip, achieved through narrow and wide handle
posi�ons, ensures a targeted workout and correct exercise movement. The forward-angled seat back keeps the
user secure.

$7 345

DSL310
Seated Row

The movement arm of the Discovery Line Seated Row features a low, forward-set pivot for an op�mal mo�on
path and posi�ve user experience. Angled triple-grip handles create a wide range of user start posi�ons with no
chest pad adjustments needed.

$6 535

DSL500
Shoulder Press

The Discovery Line Shoulder Press delivers targeted movement with a movement arm that is counter-balanced
with a rear-set pivot designed to create a proper mo�on path and low star�ng li� weight. The ratche�ng gasassisted seat adjusts to ﬁt a wide range of users.

$7 245

DSL208
Tricep Extension

The Discovery Line Tricep Extension delivers smooth, precise mo�on. Angled pad posi�ons users’ arms for
maximum comfort and eﬃciency. The ratche�ng gas-assisted seat adjusts easily and ﬁts a wide range of users.

$6 535

DSL618
Glute Extension

The sound biomechanics of the Discovery Line Glute Extension deliver a unique, targeted workout for the user.
Elbow pad, handles and large base pla�orm stabilizes the user during exercise and delivers a smooth, ﬂowing
and precise mo�on.

$6 825

DSL620
Inner Thigh

Users of the Discovery Line Inner Thigh appreciate facing the shrouded weight stack for privacy as well as the
easy-to-operate adjustable start posi�on. The seat back is slightly reclined for comfort and stabiliza�on.

$7 135

DSL621
Outer Thigh

On the Discovery Line Outer Thigh, the user faces the shrouded weight stack for privacy. Easy-to-operate
adjustable start posi�on and a slightly reclined back posi�on for comfort and stabiliza�on deliver a posi�ve
experience between the user and equipment.

$7 135

Owner / operators and users beneﬁt from low-maintenance rollers and rigid, tubular steel tracks on the
Discovery Line Leg Press that create a smooth exercise mo�on. Intui�ve design includes a conveniently located
release handle for seat adjustment to ﬁt a wide range of users.

$10 680

DSL605
Leg Extension

With a spring-assisted back pad that adjusts easily from the seated posi�on, reliability and ease-of-use are
evident to users of the Discovery Line Leg Extension. The start posi�on and roller pad adjust for op�mal
exercise mechanics.

$8 080

DSL606
Prone Leg Curl

Easy entry onto the Discovery Line Prone Leg Curl allows users to align their knee joint with the pivot for proper
exercise mechanics. The ankle roller pad adjusts for varying leg lengths and ensures smooth, op�mal resistance.

$7 600

DSL619
Seated Leg Curl

Ensuring op�mal interac�on between user and equipment, the knee pad of the Discovery Line Seated Leg Curl
moves with the lower legs – no thigh hold-down panel is required. Start posi�on and roller pads adjust for
sound biomechanics.

$7 765

DSL602
Leg Press

Selectorized line seated calf extension allows easy access and enhanced ergonomics for a precisely targeted
DSL623 Seated Calf
resistance workout for the calf muscles. The curved foot pla�orm provides a stable and comfortable founda�on
Extension
throughout the complete range of mo�on.

$7 755

Selctorized line converging chest provides greater user comfort and range of mo�on. The simple intui�ve start
DSL414 Converging
posi�on adjustment is partnered with independent press arms to ensure a natural, converging pressing
Chest Press
movement.

$8 810

Selectorized line converging shoulder press has an ergonomic converging axis and independent pressing arm
DSL515 Converging
movement. The dual posi�on handles add to user comfort and exercise variety, producing superior user feel
Shoulder Press
and beneﬁts.

$8 810

Selectorized line diverging Lat pulldown features independent movement arms and ergonomically shaped
DSL314 Diverging Lat
rota�ng handles. This allows for natural user deﬁned movement, greater variety, and increased muscular
Pulldown
movement.

$8 810

Selectorized line diverging low row combines ﬂexible, free movements with ergonomically shaped rota�ng
handles. Biomechanically preside diverging movement arms ensure a natural and comfortable feel for your
exercise.

$8 810

DSL714
Abdominal

The unique design of the Discovery Line Abdominal machine allows the user to begin exercising without making
any adjustments to the seat or movement arm. A foot brace allows users of all sizes to stabilize themselves
during exercise.

$7 235

DSL313
Back Extension

Only a single adjustment is needed for the user of the Discovery Line Back Extension to begin exercising. The
intelligent design includes a contoured pad to support the back for proper spinal biomechanics during exercise.

$6 535

A unique ratche�ng system on the Discovery Line Rotary Torso easily adjusts the start posi�on so users can
move eﬃciently into their workout. Arm, seat and back pad posi�on secures the user and maximizes oblique
muscle engagement.

$7 600

DSL324 Diverging
Low Row

DSL315
Rotary Torso
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Product Descrip�on

UNIT LIST PRICE

C003ES
Bicep Curl

The Vitality Series Bicep Curl features a preacher curl posi�on with comfortable, auto-adjust hand grips to ﬁt all
users. Single seat adjustment ratchets for proper exercise posi�oning and op�mal comfort.

$5 015

C001ES
Chest press

The Vitality Series Chest Press features comfortable, oversized grips with mul�ple posi�ons, an adjustable back
pad for desired pre-stretch start posi�on and an adjustable seat for proper exercise height and form.

$5 015

The Vitality Series Pulldown features dual-pulley handles with independent and user-deﬁned mo�on for
workout variety. Ratche�ng seat adjustment allows for desired pre-stretch. Fixed thigh pads at an op�mal
height for all users means less maintenance.

$5 015

C019ES
Seated Row

The Vitality Series Seated Row features adjustable chest pad and seat height for desired start exercise posi�on.
Extra-long seat allows taller users to get a full range of mo�on. Comfortable grips with mul�ple hand posi�ons
ﬁt users of all sizes.

$5 015

C012ES
Shoulder Press

The Vitality Series Shoulder Press features comfortable, oversized grips with mul�ple posi�ons to accommodate
a broad range of user sizes. An adjustable seat pad for desired start posi�on and proper form ensures sound
biomechanics.

$5 015

The Vitality Series Tricep Extension delivers sound biomechanics by featuring a preacher curl posi�on with
comfortable, auto-adjus�ng hand grips with ergonomic press pad. Single seat adjustment ratchets for proper
exercise posi�oning.

$5 015

C005ES
Leg Extension

The Vitality Series Leg Extension features mul�ple, adjustable start posi�ons for workout ﬂexibility and a selfaligning ankle pad for comfort and convenience. Ratche�ng adjustable back pad allows easy alignment of knee
to pivot, ensuring sound biomechanics.

$5 015

C007ES
Seated leg Curl

The Vitality Series Leg Curl features a walk-in setup and adjustable start posi�on to customize the workout. A
ﬁxed shin pad and self-aligning ankle pad provide comfort and convenience for the user. Ratche�ng back pad
allows for easy knee-to-pivot alignment.

$5 015

C014ES
Abdominal

The unique design of the Vitality Series Abdominal features a walk-in-and-use design with no adjustments
necessary. The contoured shoulder pads auto-adjust to ﬁt all users conveniently and cushioned rubber hand
grips add comfort.

$5 015

C011ES
Back Extension

Easy to use and easy to own, the Vitality Series Back Extension features a walk-in-and-use design with no
adjustments necessary. The lumbar roller pad and pivo�ng back pad provide a superior, comfortable movement
during the full range of mo�on.

$5 015

C024ES
Mul� Press

The Vitality Series Mul� Press features three machines in one: bench press, incline press, and shoulder press.
Users can adjust press arm and seat while on the machine. Comfortable, oversized grips with mul�ple posi�ons
and simple seat adjustment make it easy for users to get in posi�on for proper exercise form.

$5 645

C015ES
Rear Delt/ Pec Fly

The Vitality Series Rear Delt / Pec Fly features an easy-adjust start posi�on and dual hand posi�ons oﬀer
exercise variety. Long, narrow back pad provides back support for Pec Fly exercise and chest support for Rear
Delt movement.

$5 570

C026ES
Pulldown/ Seated
Row

The Vitality Series Pulldown / Seated Row is a dual-func�on machine with lat pulldown and mid-row exercise
posi�ons. Features an easy-to-adjust thigh hold-down pad, extended seat and foot bar to facilitate both
exercises. Users can easily engage the add-on weight with a simple push of a lever to increase the work load.

$5 645

C025ES
BicepCurl/ Tricep
Extension

The Vitality Series Dual Bicep Curl / Tricep Extension features a combina�on auto-adjust bicep / tricep grip and
convenient start posi�on adjustment while seated on the machine. Single seat adjustment ratchets for proper
exercise posi�oning and op�mal comfort.

$5 645

C027ES
Leg Extension/ Leg
Curl

The Vitality Series Leg Extension / Leg Curl is a dual-func�on machine designed with convenient, easy-to-adjust
ankle pad and shin pad adjustment from the seated posi�on. The below-the-knee shin pad design facilitates
proper leg curl form.

$5 645

C010ES
Leg press/ Calf
Extension

The Vitality Series Leg Press/Calf Extension features an ar�cula�ng foot pad that stays ver�cal to mimic a squat
movement and allows for full extension during calf exercise. Large, non-slip wear-resistant rubber foot pad
allows user to easily perform both exercises.

$6 230

The Vitality Series Inner / Outer Thigh features an easy-adjust start posi�on for both inner and outer thigh
exercises. The pivo�ng thigh pads are angled for improved func�on and comfort during workouts. Dual foot
pegs accommodate users of all sizes.

$5 570

The Vitality Series Abdominal / Back Extension enables the user to perform both exercises without ge�ng out
of the machine. Comfortable, padded shoulder straps are used with both exercises. Easy posi�on adjustment
oﬀers two start posi�ons for back extension, and one for abdominal.

$5 645

C002ES
Pulldown

C023ES
Tricep Extension

C008ES
Inner/ Outer Thigh

C028ES
Abdominal/ Back
Extension

Discovery Series Plate Loaded Line
Model

Product Descrip�on

UNIT LIST PRICE

DPL305
Pulldown

The Discovery Line Pull Down has independent movement and diverging pulling angles to increase range of
mo�on of exercise. Regressive strength curve reduces force at the bo�om part of the movement to allow for a
deeper workout. Tradi�onal wide grip posi�on and narrow (palms facing) grip posi�on provide users with
mul�ple exercise op�ons. Four weight horns provide storage for over 600 lbs of plates.

$3 880

DPL308
Low Row

The Discovery Line Low Row is designed to replicate the mo�on of a bend-over dumbbell row and has
independent movement and diverging pulling angles to increase the range of mo�on of the exercise. The
unsupported movement of the Low Row engages lower back and core to improve balance and func�onal
strength.

$3 880

DPL309
Seated Row

Large Footplates & chest pad support increase stabiliza�on for greater muscle concentra�on. Regressive
strength curve reduces force at the bo�om part of the movement to allow for a full range of mo�on.
Independent Movement arms & diverging pulling angle increase range of mo�on exercise. Mul�ple grip
posi�ons provide greater variety & ﬁt op�ons. MAX weight load 204kg (450lbs).

$3 880

DPL541
Incline Press

The Discovery Line Incline Press has independent movement and converging pushing angles to increase the
range of mo�on of the exercise. Progressive strength curve gradually increases force at end of movement when
user is in strongest posi�on, allowing user to engage more muscles.

$3 880

DPL540
Chest Press

Progressive strength curve gradually increases force at the end of the movement when user is in strongest
posi�on. Independent movement & converging pushing angles increase range mo�on of exercise. Oversized
1..5" pressing handles distribute force across the hand & reduce strain. Six weight horns provide storage for
over 800lbs. of plates. MAX weight load 204kg (450 lbs).

$3 880
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Discovery Series Selectorized Line

Independent movement arms have converging pushing angle to increase range of mo�on of exercise. Oversized
1.5" pressing handles distribute force across the hand & reduce strain. Four weight horns provide storage for
over 600 lbs. Of plates. MAX weight 163 kg (360 lbs).

$3 880

DPL616
Calf Raise

With a durable release arm and convenient handles, the Discovery Line Calf Raise delivers a reliable workout
experience. Plate load horn is angled for easier loading/unloading of weight. Thigh pad adjustment telescopes
to accommodate almost any user.

$2 215

DPL520
Bicep Curl

The Discovery Series Plate Loaded Line Biceps Curl delivers smooth, ﬂuid mo�on and phenomenal reliability.
With a compact footprint, the Biceps Curl is easy to enter and exit for fast and eﬀec�ve bicep exercises. The
angled pad posi�ons users' arms for maximum comfort & eﬃciency.

$3 880

DPL521
Seated Dip

The unique mo�on path of the Discovery Series Plate Loaded Seated Dip is achieved through narrow and wide
handle posi�ons, that ensures a targeted workout and correct exercise movement. The oversized push-down
handles provide a large surface area to reduce pressure.

$3 880

DPL560
Leg Extension

The Discovery Series Plate Loaded Leg Extension features independent arm movement to allow for greater
balance and muscle engagement. Easy to enter with a single spring-assisted back pad that adjusts easily from
the seated posi�on. The lower star�ng weight and balanced strength curve further help to provide natural
resistance through the full range of mo�on.

$3 880

DPL561
Leg Curl

The Innova�ve, adjustment-free design of the Discovery series plate loaded leg curl allows the user to easily
move from right to le� leg without any adjustments. The kneeling conﬁgura�on creates a superior movement
with smooth feel and excellent muscle contrac�on.

$3 880

Smooth sled movement and adjustable seat back lets users set their most comfortable body posi�on.
Convenient sled handle makes ge�ng in and out of posi�on very easy. Plate storage is standard.

$7 675

Smooth mo�on and angled below 45 degrees to reduce stress to the knees, it features convenient handles,
angled head-pad and an oversized footplate.

$6 935

Counter-balanced bar for a star�ng weight under 15lbs. This is an ideal way for users of all strength levels to
perform a wide range of upper- and lower-body exercises. No crossbar support at ﬂoor level, means benches
cab be conveniently rolled in from either direc�on.

$7 240

NEW - The 624 Super Squat simulates a variety of lower-body squa�ng exercises without the use of a freeweight bar. Can be used both face-in and face-out. Features an oversized footplate, comfortably padded
shoulder pads and plate storage pins.

$7 385

DPL550
Shoulder Press

DPL0601
Angled Leg Press

DPL0603
Hack Slide

DPL0802
Smith Machine

DPL624 Squat
Machine

NEW - The chest pad and non-skid footplate of the 311 Incline Lever Row stabilize and support the user during
DPL311 Incline Lever
exercise. Dual posi�on handles allow users to ﬁne-tune exercise posi�on. Durable pillow block bearings provide
Row
smooth, low-maintenance performance.

$3 090

Discovery Series Benches and Racks
Model

Product Descrip�on

UNIT LIST PRICE

The Discovery™ Series Half Rack features all the func�onality of the Discovery™ Series Power Rack, but with half
the space. The Half Rack accommodates exercisers of all shapes, sizes and abili�es with its easy to access chin
up and pull up sta�on and expanded func�onal capabili�es.

$3 540

DBR0610
Power Rack

The founda�on of any facility, the Discovery(TM) Series Power Rack is the perfect tool for seasoned li�ers and
those new to strength training. The Power Rack accommodates exercisers of all shapes, sizes and abili�es with
its easy to access chin up sta�on and expanded func�onal capabili�es.

$4 155

DBR0817
Weight Plate Tree

The Discovery Series Plate Loaded Weight Plate Tree provides maximum eﬃciency in storage capacity for
weight plates in a minimum amount of ﬂoor space. The small diameter weight storage pin allows for plates to
be easily moved with a single hand without plates binding. An essen�al component in a facility's free weight
area.

$820

DBR0611
Half Rack

The heavy duty Discovery™ Series Olympic Squat Rack allows for easy user access with mul�ple bar catches to
DBR0608
ensure proper take oﬀ and secure catch posi�ons. The 10 degree upright angle ensures clear access for
Olympic Squat Rack
performing proper li�s. The dual front catches allow for dead li�s and other exercises.

$2 420

DBR0408
Olympic Flat Bench

$1 725

NEW- The sturdy Discovery™ Series Olympic Flat Bench is designed to provide a strong, stable li�ing pla�orm
that op�mally posi�ons the li�er for maximum results.

The versa�lity and durability of the 410 Olympic Incline Bench make it a valuable piece of equipment for any
DBR0410
facility. The adjustable seat helps a range of users complete a targeted, eﬃcient workout. Guards on the racking
Olympic Incline Bench
system protect the bar from wear.

$2 025

DBR0411
Olympic Decline
Bench

NEW - The op�mal design of the Discovery™ Series Olympic Decline Bench provides correct user posi�oning for
a wide variety of users.

$1 870

DBR0507
Olympic Shoulder
Press Bench

NEW -The strong and sturdy Discovery™ Series Olympic Shoulder Press Bench provides op�mal user posi�oning
to execute over head shoulder press movements. Though�ul addi�ons, like the non-slip spo�er pla�orm,
support ideal spo�er posi�oning.

$2 035

NEW - The biomechanically correct design of the 202 Seated Preacher Curl delivers a targeted workout for the
DBR0202
user. The seat is adjustable to accommodate a range of sizes. Built for durability, it also has a small footprint and
Preacher Curl Bench
guards to protect the bar and frame.

$1 490

DBR0312
Back Extension

DBR0119
Mul�-Adjustable
Bench

NEW - Durable and easy to use, it provides a solid strength-training founda�on. Snap-pin assembly with easygrip pull-pin and “slide” insert for easy adjustment to accommodate a full range of users.

$1 835

NEW- Strong and bold, this mul� angle adjustable bench is a staple of every ﬁtness space. Heavy duty materials
combined with an "in-line" design provides maximum strength, stability and longevity.

$1 465
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DBR0101
Flat Bench

DBR0113
Adjustable Decline
Bench

The Discovery™ Series Flat Bench is designed to op�mize support while allowing for free range of movement for
a variety of weight bearing exercises.

The mul�ple posi�on Discovery™ Series Adjustable Decline Bench is strong, stable, and easily adjustable to
accommodate a wide range of users.

The strong and sturdy Discovery™ Series Mul�-Purpose Bench provides op�mal user posi�oning for performing
DBR0116
over head press movements, while the tapered seat pad and foot peg help the exerciser remain stable during
Mul�-Purpose Bench
li�s.

$785

$1 340

$775

DBR0702
Ver�cal Knee up

NEW - The 702 Ver�cal Knee-Up helps users with a range of core and lower-body exercises. Angled elbow pads,
hand grips and back pad provide stability for knee-up exercise, and addi�onal horizontal hand grips allow dip
exercises. Rubber feet provide stability for users.

$1 645

DBR0812
2 Tier, 10 Pair
Dumbbell Rack

NEW -The clean, eﬃcient Discovery™ Series 2-Tier, 10 Pair Dumbbell Rack provides easy access to 10 pairs of
dumbbells with an op�mal �er design that allows for easy loading and unloading of weights.

$1 480

DBR0814
3 Tier, 10 Pair
Dumbbell Rack

NEW - The clean, eﬃcient Discovery™ Series 3-Tier, 10 Pair Dumbbell Rack allows for easy access to of
dumbbells in a space eﬃcient design.

$1 830

DBR0815
3 Tier, 15 Pair
Dumbbell Rack

NEW -The clean, eﬃcient Discovery™ Series 3-Tier, 15 Pair Dumbbell Rack provides easy access to dumbbells in
a space eﬃcient design.

$2 195

DBR0813
Beauty Bell Rack

NEW - The space eﬃcient Discovery™ Series Beauty Bell Rack provides easy access to Beauty Bells, with an
op�mal �er design that allows for easy loading and unloading of weights.

$1 630

DBR0808
Barbell Rack

The Discovery™ Series Barbell Rack accommodates a wide range of Fixed Head Pro-style Barbells and Fixed
Head EZ Curl Bars and ensures that equipment is easily accessible.

$1 720

DBR0818
Handle Rack

The heavy duty Discovery™ Series Handle Rack accommodates three ﬁxed barbells, various sizes of cable handle
a�achments and addi�onal accessory items.

$1 240

Product Descrip�on

UNIT LIST PRICE

Icarian Benches and Racks
Model

240i
Stretch Trainer

Low maintenance, lightweight and compact, the 240i Stretch Trainer enables users to warm up, cool down and
helps to prevent injuries during workouts.

$1 500

Ab-X

With the Ab-X, users enjoy an eﬃcient, well-designed solu�on with sound biomechanics built in. The unique
"ﬂoa�ng pivot point" design creates the ideal "crunch" movement, while the contoured pads reduce stress to
neck and shoulders.

$2 265

The V-Crunch gives users a more comfortable way to perform leg li�s to strengthen the core. Using the body’s
own weight as leverage, the V-Crunch allows the user to perform leg raises with resistance that's less than their
body weight.

$1 765

V-Crunch

Icarian Mul�-Sta�on and Func�onal Trainers
Model

Product Descrip�on

UNIT LIST PRICE

The 820 Mul�-Gym is an 8-stack, 10-sta�on machine that delivers maximum versa�lity for facility users. The
cable crossover sta�on has ﬁxed high pulleys, standing and seated tricep pushdown sta�ons, pulldown and
longpull sta�ons, and two pulley sta�ons with ﬁxed high and low pulleys for a wide variety of exercises. Easy-toread instruc�onal placards guide users through workout op�ons.

$35 305

CW2205

The 5-Stack CW2205 is an Icarian® mul�-sta�on that combines a pull down, long pull, cable crossover and the
adjustable hi/lo pulley.

$25 644

FTS
Func�onal Training
System

The Icarian® FTS Func�onal Training System is a highly ﬂexible apparatus ideal for func�onal strength training.
Literally dozens of upper and lower body exercises can be performed. The FTS Func�onal Training System is of
the highest commercial-quality construc�on, using a durable cable-and-pulley design for applica�on of
resistance.

$10 115

407B
Adjustable Cable
Crossover

The 407B Adjustable Cable Crossover is a stand-alone cable crossover machine with two adjustable high/low
pulley sta�ons and a connector that oﬀers dual chin-up bar op�ons. The Crossover adjusts quickly to give users
a wide range of exercise op�ons.

$8 430

FTS Glide

The FTS Glide oﬀers resistance training with freedom of mo�on to increase core strength, balance, stability and
coordina�on. Designed with a compact footprint and low height to ﬁt any ﬁtness facility, the FTS Glide is easy to
use.

$7 450

302
Long Pull

The Longpull modular sta�on can be used in an Icarian® modular system as a plug-in sta�on, or as part of a
tandem modular core. The Longpull has a raised seat for convenient entry and exit. The extra-large footplate
accommodates users of all sizes. The mid-row posi�on allows users to maintain an upright back posi�on.
Handles are easily interchangeable.

$6 305

304
Pulldown

The versa�le Pulldown modular sta�on can be used in an Icarian® modular system as a plug-in sta�on, or as
part of a tandem modular core. The pulley on the Pulldown is located so that users may perform the movement
in front of the head comfortably. The thigh pad adjustment will accommodate a wide variety of users and the
handles can be easily interchanged.

$6 095

320
Dip / Chin Assist

The Dip/Chin Assist modular sta�on can be used in an Icarian® modular system as a plug-in sta�on. Oversized
steps, a comfortable knee pad, rota�ng dip handles and mul�ple-posi�on pull-up handles are part of the highly
versa�le Dip/Chin Assist. The knee pad ﬂips up out of the way for unassisted exercises. A linear bearing
mechanism assures smoothness and durability.

$7 760

820
Mul�-Gym
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